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About Tron 
Tronix, also known as TRX, is TRON‘s native cryptocurrency. This 

is a blockchain-based platform with two important features. 

It acts as a global cryptographic platform that operates 

autonomously without third parties.



Founder of the Tron (Justin Sun) 

The leader of the TRON Foundation is young Justin Sun. 

He began out running with the Peiwo app that has already 

10 million users. He makes the Peiwo one of the first stay 

streaming applications. The app is one of the pleasant main 

participants of the web audio content material community. 

He is indexed in Forbes because of the richest man at age of 

30 in Asia. Tron coin usually made him a successful founder all 

over the world. He is also the founder of the Ali Baba group



Tron Foundation  
This is a non-profit organization based in Southeast Asia. The 

Foundation handles the operation of the TRON network. The 

TRON team believes that compliance and regulation are of the 

highest value.



Understand the concept of TRON  

Tron uses the features of blockchain and P2P networks to 

prevent intermediaries. Direct processing is possible without 

the involvement of a third party. It is based on the Solidity 

programming language for creating apps hosted on Tron. 

The currency operated on the network is called Tronix. It 

is compatible with many wallets that allow users to see the 

growth of their digital assets.



The Architecture of TRON 

TRON has a three-layer architecture that intervenes between 

the storage layer, application layer, and core layer. This log is 

compliant with the Google log buffer. It supports multilingual 

extensions. The TRON protocol is managed by the TRON 

Foundation. 

Distribute computing resources evenly to TRX owners. It 

provides a distributed virtual machine that can run programs 

from public nodes. This network does not charge transaction 

fees. However, it supports approximately 2000 transactions 

(TRS) per second. 

The TRON blockchain turned out to be very secure and fast 

to trade. This convinces us to start the token POPCOIN on 

the TRON blockchain. We allow everyone to trade POPCOIN. 

Soon, users will be trading POPCOIN on the most referenced 

exchanges-  CoinMarketCap, CoinGecko, and Sunswap



What is POPCOIN?  

‘POPCOIN’ launched in December 2021, is a de-centralized 

cryptocurrency token that is created on the Tron network. The 

specific feature that sets ‘popcoin’ apart from other tokens in 

the market is that it is more fast and secure.

All stock exchanges hence making it easy for people from all 

over the world to use popcoin as a payment method as it is 

more reliable & powerful due to the transparency it provides.

Also, it can be used on-



Why choose POPCOIN? 

The main thing that distinguishes popcoin from other tokens 

is the community on which it is built. As the old saying goes 

‘united we stand, divided we fall’, perfectly applies to the 

popcoin community that we are strong only if the community 

stays together and for popcoin, its community is the topmost 

priority. 

Our community will also make people aware of cryptography. 

‘popcoin’ strives for the growth and development of society and 

will work continuously for the betterment of its community.



Website Design

The website serves as the basis for tokens. The rapid growth 

of the cryptocurrency industry is only possible with the rise of 

icos. ICO performance has improved over time. It is heard that 

some coins lose their value over time. According to expert ico 

reports, over 60% of tokens have lost their true value due to 

inadequate marketing campaigns. In addition, the presence 

of a website can have a significant impact on how tokens are 

advertised.



Listing of POPCOIN On Sunswap 

Sunswap, launched in early 2020, is a Tron-based decentralized 

trading platform for automated liquidity provision & an open 

financial market accessible to all. Sunswap allows users to 

exchange ‘popcoin’ for any trc20 token.

“POPCOIN“ to be listed on 
Coinmarketcap 
Coinmarketcap is the world’s most referenced price-tracking 

website for crypto assets in the rapidly growing cryptocurrency 

space. Its mission is to make crypto discoverable globally by 

empowering retail users with unbiased, high-quality & accurate 

information. It was taken over by the Binance management 

group. It also allows trading digital coins all around the world.



Coingecko was founded in 2014 with the mission to democratize 

the access of crypto data & empower users with actionable 

insights. It is one of the largest cryptographic data aggregators 

in the world.

Coingecko is neutral, unbiased, and independent and comes 

with a transparent cryptographic tracking system

“POPCOIN“ to be listed on 
Coingecko 



Quick replies to users 

Influencer Marketing

You can share posts with your community using apps like- 

Whatsapp, Instagram, etc. This has a huge fan base and 

active crypto communities. You can provide crypto updates to 

everyone- Newly minted tokens, coin experts, curious people. 

This can be a great chance to build the community also.

Influencer marketing is a different beast from traditional 

marketing practices. ‘popcoin’ works with a team of influencers 

to promote the project. We partner with the most-popular 

influencers to market our crypto coin. This will work wonders 

for the community and trust-building.

Advertising and Marketing 



Listing on National/International 
Exchanges 

The cryptocurrency exchange market is becoming more robust 

day by day, as the industry evolves to a new dimension, many 

new cryptocurrencies are flowing in the market. Similarly, 

‘popcoin’ will be listed on national/international exchanges for 

providing great trading experiences.

Paid promotions & Advertisement 

Adversting works as a great tool to promote our POPCOIN.

Paid promotions allows us to promote Popcoin to a highly  

specific audience, attract qualified traffic and grows the customer 

base. POPCOIN community uses plenty of marketing tools by 

working with professionals to optimize the AD Campaign



Cointiger Listing 

Bitmart Listing 

This exchange was built on 15 Nov 2017. It allows to do quick 

trading payments. It has a native Token named TCH. Previously, 

the platform compromised on android, and IOS versions. But 

now, it’s fully compatible with crypto trading experiences.  

BitMart exchanges were started on 15th March 2018 in the 

Cayman Islands. This exchange support otc trading, USD 

trading, and spot trading. We are listing POPCOIN on exchange 

to resonate with our mission of making a great crypto financial 

system 



AZBIT Listing 

LATOKEN Listing  

This exchange was started on 28 Dec 2019. It offers a pool of 

services staking, trading, ICO, and others. The platform will 

support many cryptocurrencies and tokens. Soon, it will come 

with many projects offering free crypto coins.

One of the global exchanges that hold a huge trading volume 

of $288.84 million is LATOKEN. It enables trading a wide range 

of crypto tokens. The exchange was settled in October 2017. 

LATOKEN offers a pool of features to transact. It allows trading 

with Debit, and credit cards.



Tokenomics 

• Total supply- 1540 Million

• Periodic sales- 8%

• Founders- 30%

• Marketing- 5%

• Team- 8%

• Sales- 27%

• Liquidity- 22%  
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Contact Info

popcoinfinance@gmail.com 

www.popcoinfinance.io

POPCOIN is about to become the best crypto 

platform ever. We are always working with 

developers to create future crypto exchanges. 

We are working on the core crypto components 

to deliver something magical.

Company   


